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Abstract
A challenging issue associated with three-dimensional (3D) fringe patterns profilometry (FPP) is the unwrapping of phase maps resulting from color object surfaces. This paper proposes a new color projection-based 3D FPP, making use of the three primary color channels [i.e., red, green, and blue (RGB)] associated with digital projectors. One channel (e.g., red) is used for projecting sinusoidal fringes required by phase shift profilometry (PSP); the other two channels are employed for generating binary stripe patterns. In order to achieve reliable phase unwrapping, each fringe of the sinusoidal patterns is identified by a unique binary sequence. These sequences are then encoded by a channel-encoding scheme used in the area of communication. The encoded sequences are embedded in the binary coding stripe images, which are projected together with the sinusoidal patterns. The three image patterns are reflected by the object surface and captured by an RGB 3-CCD camera. The reflected sinusoidal patterns are employed to yield a wrapped phase map, and the binary stripe patterns are used to retrieve the encoded sequences, which are then decoded to yield the original binary sequences for phase unwrapping. Compared with existing color-encoded algorithms, the proposed approach uses binary codes instead of fringe color to identify the fringes, which are less sensitive to the disturbances caused by object surface color and illumination noises. Furthermore, use of the channel-coding scheme provides extra resistance to the disturbances caused by object surface color and illumination noises. Experimental results are presented to confirm the effectiveness of the proposed technique.
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A challenging issue associated with three-dimensional (3D) fringe patterns profilometry (FPP) is the unwrapping of phase maps resulting from color object surfaces. This paper proposes a new color-projection-based 3D FPP, making use of the three primary color channels [i.e., red, green, and blue (RGB)] associated with digital projectors. One channel (e.g., red) is used for projecting sinusoidal fringes required by phase shift profilometry (PSP); the other two channels are employed for generating binary stripe patterns. In order to achieve reliable phase unwrapping, each fringe of the sinusoidal patterns is identified by a unique binary sequence. These sequences are then encoded by a channel-encoding scheme used in the area of communication. The encoded sequences are embedded in the binary coding stripe images, which are projected together with the sinusoidal patterns. The three image patterns are reflected by the object surface and captured by an RGB 3-CCD camera. The reflected sinusoidal patterns are employed to yield a wrapped phase map, and the binary stripe patterns are used to retrieve the encoded sequences, which are then decoded to yield the original binary sequences for phase unwrapping. Compared with existing color-encoded algorithms, the proposed approach uses binary codes instead of fringe color to identify the fringes, which are less sensitive to the disturbances caused by object surface color and illumination noises. Furthermore, use of the channel-coding scheme provides extra resistance to the disturbances caused by object surface color and illumination noises. Experimental results are presented to confirm the effectiveness of the proposed technique. © 2013 Optical Society of America
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1. Introduction

Fringe patterns profilometry (FPP) has been an active area of research as an effective tool for noncontact three-dimensional (3D) shape measurement, with many applications, such as automatic manufacturing, machine vision, medical services, and antiques protection, etc. [1–6]. A typical FPP system consists of a digital projector, a CCD camera, and a computer. With FPP, a group of sinusoidal light patterns is projected onto the object surface, which are deformed by the object surface shape. As the deformation can be considered as the result of phase modulation of the projected patterns, detection of the phase shift yields the shape of the object surface. During the recent two decades, various methods have been proposed to retrieve the phase from reflected fringe patterns, such as Fourier transform profilometry (FTP) and phase-shifting profilometry (PSP). However, the phase values retrieved by FTP and PSP are wrapped into the range from $-\pi$ to $\pi$, resulting in discontinuities on the phase map. In order to obtain the 3D shapes, absolute phases are
required, which must be recovered from the wrapped ones. This process is known as phase unwrapping, which is a critical step in the implementation of FPP.

Although phase unwrapping is quite simple in principle, its implementation is a challenging task. If the true phase is slow varying, phase unwrapping can be implemented by adding or subtracting $2\pi$ to make the difference of relative phase values of neighboring pixels lies in the range $\pi$. However, when large depth discontinuities are observed, the wrong decision of unwrapping may be made regarding the addition or subtraction of $2\pi$. In order to implement reliable and accurate unwrapping, intensive studies have been devoted, and various approaches have been developed, including the quality-guided methods [2–5], the temporal method [6–10], and color-projection-based methods [11–18]. With quality-guided methods, every pixel on the phase maps is associated with a quality value measuring the smoothness of the pixel in contrast to its surrounding ones. The unwrapping process starts from the pixel with the highest quality and proceeds to the lower-quality ones until all pixels are unwrapped. The unwrapping path can change its direction in order to avoid the large depth discontinuities. However, when an object surface observes isolated areas, such an approach may not work. Another class of phase-unwrapping approaches is temporal techniques. With the temporal techniques, a set of fringe patterns with different spatial frequencies are projected; each yields a wrapped phase map. Phase unwrapping is completed by comparing those phase maps. While the temporal method is able to recover phase maps, a large number of fringe patterns are required in the cases of large depth discontinuities on the object surface.

With the development of digital-color-projection systems and 3-CCD cameras, the FPP technique is no longer restricted to monochrome fringe patterns. Several color-projection-based approaches are proposed [11–16]. Wang et al. [11] proposes a color-encoded FTP, where every individual fringe is associated with a particular color, and phase unwrapping can be implemented by retrieving the color of each fringe. However, when a large number of fringes are projected, the number of colors must also be large. This will result in a reduction in the difference among the colors, making them difficult to be identified. The problem becomes worse when the fringes are corrupted by object surface color. Su [12] proposes a color-encoded FTP. In this method, each sinusoidal fringe is identified by three different color stripes, where each color stripe covers $1/3$ width of a sinusoidal fringe. Using such an approach, large fringe numbers will not reduce the difference of color as many different combinations of color stripes can be used. However, the color stripes may be missed at large depth discontinuities, resulting in a phase-unwrapping error. Chen et al. [14] proposes a color-projection-based structure light system in which the fringes are binary stripes, which are identified by different colors. 3D data can be retrieved by recording the deformation of the width of binary stripes. This method does not contain a phase-detection scheme and thus is faster than the sinusoidal fringe-based methods. However, the measurement precision is related to the width of the binary stripe, which has to be very narrow; thus this method is sensitive to the optical defocusing introduced by the projector and camera.

Existing color-encoding approaches mentioned above all employ a different color to differentiate individual fringes for phase unwrapping. The anti-error capability associated with these approaches depends on the difference in the color used for identifying different fringes. The surface color has a significant impact on the difference, which could become rather small, leading to significant degradation of the anti-error capability. In this paper, we propose a new color-projection-based 3D FPP approach where each sinusoidal fringe is identified by a unique binary sequence. These sequences are designed to have the maximal difference using the channel encoding theory in digital communication systems. With the color-projection technique, the sinusoidal fringes and binary stripes are projected simultaneously using red, green, and blue (RGB) colors. Then the reflected images are captured by 3-CCD camera and decomposed into RGB components. The wrapped phase map is obtained from the sinusoidal fringe patterns by means of PSP techniques. The phase unwrapping is implemented based on the binary sequences retrieved from the binary coding stripes. Compared with existing color-projection-based approaches [11–14], this approach uses binary codes instead of fringe color to identify the fringes, which is less sensitive to the disturbances caused by object surface color. Furthermore, the coding scheme used in this approach provides extra resistance to the disturbances. The experiment results show that our approach is able to be applied to the measurement of objects with both surface color distribution and large depth discontinuities.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the approach is presented. In Section 3, experiment results are demonstrated to verify the effectiveness of the proposed approach. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section 4.

2. Description of Algorithm

A. Basic Principle of PSP

In $M$-step PSP [2,3], $M$ frames of sinusoidal fringe patterns are projected onto a reference plane and then the object surface. The reflected images on reference plane $s_m(x, y)$ and object surface $d_m(x, y)$ captured by the CCD camera are as follows:

$$s_m(x, y) = R_s \left[ I_1 + I_2 \cos \left( \phi_s(x, y) + \frac{2\pi(m-1)}{M} \right) \right].$$

(1)
\[ d_m(x,y) = R_d(x,y) \left[ I_1 + I_2 \cos \left( \phi_d(x,y) + \frac{2\pi(m-1)}{M} \right) \right], \]

where \( m = 1, 2, \ldots, M \), \( \phi_d(x,y) \) is the phase on reference plane, \( \phi_d(x,y) \) is the phase on object surface, which contains the object surface 3D information. \( R_s \) is the reflectivity on reference plane, which is assumed to be constant. \( R_d(x,y) \) is the reflectivity on the object surface. \( I_1 \) and \( I_2 \) are the illumination intensity and fringe intensity, respectively, which are assumed to be constant. Once the \( \phi_s(x,y) \) and \( \phi_d(x,y) \) are obtained, we can calculate the phase shift \( \phi(x,y) = \phi_d(x,y) - \phi_s(x,y) \). Height of the object surface \( h(x,y) \) can be acquired by the following:

\[ h(x,y) = \frac{l_0 \phi(x,y)}{\phi(x,y) - 2\pi f_0 d_0}, \]

where \( l_0 \) is the distance between the camera and the reference plane, and \( d_0 \) is the distance between the camera and the projector. We also assume that each fringe covers \( m_0 \) mm on the reference plane, and \( f_0 = 1/m_0 \) is the fundamental frequency. Hence, a major issue in FPP is to determine \( \phi_s(x,y) \) and \( \phi_d(x,y) \) based on the projected fringe patterns. However, instead of the true ones, wrapped versions of them are obtained with their value wrapped into the range \((-\pi, \pi]\). These wrapped phases, denoted by \( \phi'_s(x,y) \) and \( \phi'_d(x,y) \), are related to the true ones as follows:

\[ \phi'_s(x,y) = [\phi_s(x,y)]_{\text{mod}\, 2\pi}, \]

\[ \phi'_d(x,y) = [\phi_d(x,y)]_{\text{mod}\, 2\pi}, \]

where \([ \cdot ]_{\text{mod}\, 2\pi} \) denotes the modular operation making the argument to be within \((-\pi, \pi]\). In order to obtain \( h(x,y) \), \( \phi'_s(x,y) \) and \( \phi'_d(x,y) \) must be recovered from \( \phi'_s(x,y) \) and \( \phi'_d(x,y) \), and such an operation is referred to as phase unwrapping, which is the reverse operations of Eqs. (4) and (5), as follows:

\[ \phi_s(x,y) = 2\pi \cdot k_s(x,y) + \phi'_s(x,y), \]

\[ \phi_d(x,y) = 2\pi \cdot k_d(x,y) + \phi'_d(x,y). \]

The two integers \( k_s(x,y) \) and \( k_d(x,y) \) are also referred to as fringe number indices, with its value indicating the location of \( x \) in the patterns. For example, \( k_d(x,y) = n - 1 \) implies that \( \phi_d(x,y) \) is at the \( n \)th fringe on the patterns. Phase unwrapping is such a process that aims at retrieving \( k_s(x,y) \) and \( k_d(x,y) \) for each pixel. As \( \phi'_s(x,y) \) is a linear function with respect to \( x \), \( \phi'_d(x,y) \) is also a linear function within a fringe period, which is easy to be unwrapped. Hence we only consider unwrapping of \( \phi'_d(x,y) \) in the rest of this paper.

### B. Composite Fringe Patterns Projection

As discussed above, phase unwrapping is to retrieve the fringe number index \( k_d(x,y) \). In this paper, we propose to associate each of the fringes to a digital binary sequence, which is then employed to retrieve \( k_d(x,y) \). In order to achieve this, we employ the three primary colors (i.e., RGB) to generate three images. One image is sinusoidal fringe patterns for PSP, and the other two are binary stripes, which are used to encode the binary sequences in order to identify \( k_d(x,y) \) for phase unwrapping.

Let us utilize an example to demonstrate the implementation of the method described above. Without loss of generality, we assume that the sinusoidal patterns are projected in red, and the two binary stripe patterns are in green and blue, respectively. In order to implement an \( M \)-step PSP, \( M \) frames of color images are projected, which is the combination of \( M \) sinusoidal fringe patterns in red and \( 2M \) binary stripe patterns in green and blue. The sinusoidal patterns are equally shifted in their initial phase as following:

\[ g_m(x,y) = I_1 + I_2 \cos \left[ 2\pi f_0 x + \frac{2\pi(m-1)}{M} \right], \]

where \( m = 1, 2, \ldots, M \), \( g_m(x,y) \) is a periodic function of \( x \), each period corresponding to a fringe. Assuming there are \( N \) fringes on \( g_m(x,y) \), \( N \) different binary sequences \( q_n \) \((n = 1, 2, \ldots, N)\) are required to identify the fringe number index \( k_d(x,y) \), implying that the length of each \( q_n \) must be longer than \([\log_2 N]\) bits.

As mentioned above, the \( 2M \) binary stripe patterns are employed to carry the digital sequences, which are projected together with the sinusoidal patterns with the aim to identify the fringe number indices. However, the binary stripes are often disturbed by object surface color or environmental illumination. If we consider the binary stripes as signals, such disturbances can be modeled as interferences and noises to the signal. To cope with disturbances, we can employ the channel-coding technique [18–20], which encodes a length \( k \) message sequence by adding \((n-k)\) redundant bits in a controlled manner to produce a length \( n \) bit sequence, called a codeword, and thus yields extra resistance to such interferences and noises. The set of all codewords is called an \((n, k)\) code. In the proposed approach, we encode each \( q_n \) with length \( k \) into a length \( 2M \) codeword \( C_n \). The codeword \( C_n \) is then transmitted as binary stripes, which will be corrupted by the disturbances. When implementing phase unwrapping at the receiver side, this corrupted binary stripe is then decoded according to the structure introduced by the channel code, and an estimation of \( q_n \) is generated. It is well known that the correction capability of a channel code, i.e., the number of error bits the code can correct, is determined by its minimum Hamming distance \( d_H \) between codewords. A channel code with a minimum Hamming distance of \( d_H \) can correct \([/(d_H - 1)/2]\) bit errors [18]. Consider an example
where the number of fringe patterns is 20, the shortest message length will be \( k / 0.136 \). As the length of \( C_n \) is even, we considered \((6,5), (8,5), (10,5)\) and \((12,5)\) binary linear block codes. The corresponding upper bounds on the minimum Hamming distances are 2, 2, 4, and 4. In consideration of the minimum distance and code length, we attempt to construct a \((10,5)\) code with a minimum distance of 4. In fact, we can build such a code by fixing the first six message bits of the \((16,11)\) extended Hamming code to be 0, which leads to a \((10,5)\) shortened extended Hamming code with a minimum distance of 4.

Once the \( C_n \) is obtained, the binary stripes in blue and green are generated based on \( C_n \). If we denote \( C_n \) as \( C_n = \{a_{1n}, a_{2n}, \ldots, a_{Mn}, b_{1n}, b_{2n}, \ldots, b_{Mn}\} \), each element in \( C_n \) is a binary codeword “1” or “0.” The first half of \( C_n \), which is \( \{a_{1n}, a_{2n}, \ldots, a_{Mn}\} \), determines the intensity of the \( n \)th binary stripe in green from the first frame to the \( M \)th frame. The second half of \( C_n \), which is \( \{b_{1n}, b_{2n}, \ldots, b_{Mn}\} \), determines the intensity of the \( n \)th binary stripe in blue from the first frame to the \( M \)th frame. The intensity of binary stripe has two levels: bright or dark, corresponding to “1” or “0” in \( C_n \). We use two matrices, \( A \) and \( B \), to denote the intensity of binary stripes to be projected:

\[
A = \begin{pmatrix}
a_{11} & a_{12} & \ldots & a_{1N} \\
a_{21} & a_{22} & \ldots & a_{2N} \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
a_{M1} & a_{M2} & \ldots & a_{MN}
\end{pmatrix}, \tag{9}
\]

\[
B = \begin{pmatrix}
b_{11} & b_{12} & \ldots & b_{1N} \\
b_{21} & b_{22} & \ldots & b_{2N} \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
b_{M1} & b_{M2} & \ldots & b_{MN}
\end{pmatrix}, \tag{10}
\]

where the transpose of \( n \)th column in \( A \) is the first half of \( C_n \), and the transpose of \( n \)th column in \( B \) are the second half of \( C_n \). Codeword \( a_{mn} \) in matrix \( A \) determines the intensity of the \( n \)th binary stripe in green at the \( m \)th frame. Similarly, codeword \( b_{mn} \)

---

**Fig. 1.** (a) Color-coded fringe patterns at \( m \)th frame. The order of fringes is from top to bottom. (b) Sinusoidal fringes in red. (c) Binary stripes in green, \( N = 20 \). (d) Binary stripes in blue, \( N = 20 \).
in matrix $B$ determines the intensity of $n$th binary stripe in blue at the $m$th frame.

Figure 1 shows an example of the composite fringe patterns at the $m$th frame and their RGB components, where $N = 20$ and $M = 5$. The binary stripes in green, which start from the top to the bottom are determined by the codewords $\{a_{m1}, a_{m2}, \ldots, a_{m20}\}$, which is the $m$th row of matrix $A$, where $\{a_{m1}, a_{m2}, \ldots, a_{m20}\} = \{1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1\}$. The binary stripes in blue, which start from the top to the bottom, are determined by codewords $\{b_{m1}, b_{m2}, \ldots, b_{m20}\}$, where $\{b_{m1}, b_{m2}, \ldots, b_{m20}\} = \{1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0\}$, which is the $m$th row of matrix $B$.

C. Phase Unwrapping

Once the composite fringe patterns are captured by the 3-CCD camera, they are decomposed into RGB components, respectively. We set a suitable threshold to retrieve the codes from binary stripes in green and blue at each pixel. The wrapped phase map is retrieved from the sinusoidal fringes, and the codewords are retrieved from the binary stripes. We use $\hat{C}(x, y)$ to denote the retrieved codewords at pixel $(x, y)$. The fringe identification sequence at each pixel can be decoded from $\hat{C}(x, y)$. We use $\hat{q}(x, y)$ to denote the retrieved fringe identification sequence and compare it with $q_n$ to determine the fringe number index $k_{fd}(x, y)$ at pixel $(x, y)$. Figure 2 shows the flowchart of the proposed approach.

3. Experiment Verifications

In order to demonstrate the proposed approach, we tested it by a color-projection-based FPP system in our laboratory. In the experimental system, the fringe patterns are generated by a HITACHI CP-X260 digital projector, and images are captured by a Duncan Tech MS3100-RGB 3-CCD digital camera with a resolution of 1392 x 1040 pixels. The digital camera is placed on top of the projector with a distance of 350 mm between their lenses. The
distance between the reference plane and camera lens is 895 mm.

In our experiment, we used a color plaster doll to be the target, as shown in Fig. 3. The number of frames is five; the initial phase shift between each frame is \( \frac{2\pi}{5} \). The number of fringes is 32. The fringe identification sequences \( q_n \) are 32 5 bit binary digits from 0 to 31, where \( q_1 = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0] \) and \( q_{32} = [1, 1, 1, 1, 1] \). Then \( C_n \) is obtained by encoding each corresponding \( q_n \) through the (10,5) encoder. The figure below shows the fringe patterns projected in each frame.

As we know, when RGB color channels are used in 3D shape measurement, chromatic aberration, and cross talk between color channels are not negligible [9,17,18]. In the proposed approach, we used the method in [9] to eliminate the color crosstalk effect. Figure 4 shows the decomposed sinusoidal fringe patterns and binary stripes images. The wrapped phase map is then obtained by taking phase detection on the sinusoidal fringe patterns. As the retrieved intensity value is normalized into 255 levels, where 0 stands for the darkest and 255 stands for the brightest. Considering the influence of background light, we set the threshold \( I_{th} = 155 \), which is above the middle of the range of the intensity (0, 255). The fringe identification sequence \( \hat{q}(x,y) \) is decoded from \( \hat{C}(x,y) \). In some areas, as shown in Fig. 5(b), the retrieved \( \hat{C}(x,y) \) observed 1 digit error. Such errors are then corrected when decoding \( \hat{C}(x,y) \). The obtained unwrapped phase map is shown in Fig. 5(c), from which we can see that the proposed method is able to recover the phase even 1 digit error exists at \( \hat{C}(x,y) \).

The 3D reconstruction result of our experiment is shown in Fig. 6. We also test our proposed algorithm onto the experiment of two independent objects. Figure 7(a) is a photo of the targets. Figure 7(b) shows the recovered phase map. Figure 8 shows the 3D result.

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method, we also calculated the rate of unsuccessfully unwrapped pixels over the total \( \gamma \) [2,22]. For the results presented in Figs. 5(c) and 7(c), \( \gamma \) is less than 0.002%, which is obviously very low in contrast to the results in [11–13].

4. Conclusions
A new color-projection-based 3D FPP is presented to recover the 3D shape of objects with large depth discontinuities and surface color. In the proposed approach, \( M \) frames of sinusoidal fringe patterns
images are used to recover the phases. Each fringe of the sinusoidal patterns was identified by a binary sequence $q_n$. Then we constructed a (10,5) shortened Hamming code with a minimum Hamming distance $d_H$ at 4, with which the $q_n$ were embedded into $2M$ frames of binary stripes. With a color-projection technique, the sinusoidal fringe patterns and binary stripes were projected simultaneously using RGB. The composite images were then decomposed into RGB components once captured. The wrapped phase map was obtained from the sinusoidal fringes, and the fringe identification sequences for unwrapping were obtained from the binary stripes. As been proven by the experiments, the proposed method is able to implement measurement of objects with both surface color and large depth discontinuities.
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